Highly variant DNA methylation in normal tissues identifies a distinct subclass of cancer patients.
The "CpG Island Methylator Phenotype" (CIMP) has been found to be a useful concept in stratifying several types of human cancer into molecularly and clinically distinguishable subgroups. We have identified an additional epigenetic stratification category, the "Outlier Methylation Phenotype" (OMP). Whereas CIMP is defined on the basis of hyper-methylation in tumor genomes, OMP is defined on the basis of highly variant (either or both hyper- and hypo-methylation) methylation at many sites in normal tissues. OMP was identified and defined, originally, as being more common among low birth weight individuals conceived in vitro but we have also identified OMP individuals among colon cancer patients profiled by us, as well as multiple types of cancer patients in the TCGA database. The cause(s) of OMP are unknown, as is whether these individuals identify a clinically useful subgroup of patients, but both the causes of, and potential consequences to, this epigenetically distinct group are of great interest.